
Importing files to Glossaries2Go 
 
You may import files located in your personal cloud, such as Dropbox, Google Drive, iCloud, 
OneDrive, or other. File formats recognized by Glossaries2Go are xlsx (Excel) and csv. There 
is no limit to the number of languages that each glossary can contain. For each language, 
there can be up to three columns. 
For Glossaries2Go to import your glossary, the language and content type of each column 
(term or explanation, for example) need to be specified. This specification can be either 
included in the original column header of your glossary or, if it isn’t, then Glossaries2Go will 
ask you to specify them during the import process.  
 
Column headers 
You specify the language and type of each column in the first line of each spreadsheet 
sheet. This line contains the column headers. 
Below is an explanation on how to specify the column headers in the original file, so that 
Glossaries2Go will be able to import the file in one go, without you having to specify the 
column headers in Glossaries2Go as part of the import process. 
 
For each language, columns may be of one of three types: term, explanation, or remark. 
 
Header for a term column:  
The header for a term column should contain the two letters of the language of that column 
as defined in ISO 639-1. For example, the two letters for English are ‘en’, the two letters for 
Spanish are ‘es’, and the two letters for German are ‘de’. 
Below is an example of a multi-lingual glossary with a header line containing three 
languages English, French, and Spanish. 
 

 
 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes


Header for an explanation column: 
The header for an explanation column should contain the two letters of the language of the 
column, followed by the word ‘explanation’. 
Below is an example of an English monolingual glossary with a header line containing a term 
and its explanation. 
 

 
 
Header for a remark column: 
The header for a remark column should contain the two letters of the language of the 
column, followed by the word ‘remark’, for example ‘en remark’ for a column containing 
remarks in English or ‘fr remark’ for a column containing remarks in French. 


